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The appreciate beauty interest of Chinese oil painting is Chinese oil painting 
through long-term history fulfillment become of an art view, and have the art character 
and spirit of this race to appreciate beauty .Since the oil painting led into the our 
country, successively a few oil painters try to use different forms  with appreciate 
beauty content , they from to this race of culture of spread to accept and draw lessons 
from and combine the skill of western oil painting, draw to take nourishment in the 
culture of this race, take in the creations of Chinese oil painting of very great 
achievement, and highlight appreciate beauty of this race idea and interest. This text 
will discuss that appreciate beauty and idea and interest to carry on the following four 
treatises to the Chinese oil painting. 
Chapter One point out that the thing square esthetics foundation is to appreciate 
beauty the difference of special features. Explain the difference of their philosophy 
principle from the region characteristic of the west of the east first. Secondly the 
difference of philosophy principle cause thing square appreciates beauty with the 
difference of shape. The form which finally explains and highlights painting creations 
has to have a foothold to show an appreciate beauty of this race idea interest. 
Chapter Two, Chinese oil painting appreciates beauty the culture of idea and 
interest to rely on. Respectively from the china Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism of to 
Chinese painting principle of the influence to explain that the culture of Chinese 
painting relies on with cultural characteristic. 
Chapter three, The Chinese oil painting appreciates beauty the quest of idea and 
interest. It is different and similar of the appreciate beauty idea and interest mindset to 
analysis the Chinese painting language (shape, color, space...etc.) and west first. 
Secondly quote from Chinese oil painters to explain that appreciate beauty an idea in 
the Chinese oil painting interest up of quest with try, discuss Chinese oil painting and 














Chapter four, Oil painting China appreciates beauty   idea and interest to 
sublimate with absorb combination. Mainly describe China to appreciate beauty idea 
and interest not only want to have a foothold a tradition at the cultural of this race, but 
also is a system for open in the meantime, absorb and the innovation appreciate beauty 
and idea to the race interest also very important. 
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